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Abstract--ln turbulence modeling, and perhaps elsewhere, one encounters the need to model a 
fourth-rank tensor Miipq, which is symmetric in ij and pc/, in terms of a second-rank symmetric 
tensor bii. It has commonly been assumed that there are fifteen linearly independent tensor forms 
in the most general such model. Here we show that there are only twelve, and give the three linear 
dependencies. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. BACKGROUND 
As described, for example, by Johansson and Hallb~ick [1], the rapid-pressure strain-rate term in 
homogeneous turbulence can be expressed in terms of a double contraction of the mean velocity 
gradient U~,j with a fourth-rank tensor M0pq, which is defined by 
f kpkq EO (k) dSk, M~ = j k2 
where Eij (k) is the velocity spectrum tensor and k is the wavenumber vector. Note that Mijpq 
is symmetric in ij and pq. In stress transport models of turbulence, one models M in terms of 
the trace-free turbulent stress anisotropy b, 
Rk k "3 6ij' 
where P~j = u~uj~ ~ is the turbulent stress tensor. The issue in this brief paper is simply the number 
of linearly independent tensor forms that can be involved in the most general such model. 
2. ANALYS IS  
The fourth-rank tensors that can be constructed from b can be expressed using an extension 
of matrix notation. We use lower-case bold face symbols (a, b, and i) to denote symmetric 
second-rank tensors (i is the identity tensor), and upper-case bold-face symbols (M)  to denote 
fourth-rank tensors that are symmetric in both the first two subscripts and the last two subscripts 
This work has been supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (J. McMichael and M. Glauser) and 
by the Center for Turbulence Research (CTR). 
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(Mijpq = Mj~ = Mi jqp) .  Fourth-rank tensors having these symmetry properties and formed 
from two second-rank symmetric tensors are then denoted as follows: 
M denotes Mijpq, 
a * b denotes aijbpq, 
a : b denotes aipbjq + aiqbjp + ajpbiq + ajqbip. 
Note that a : b = b : a. This notation streamlines the development of models of this type. 
Based on an approach developed by Robertson [2] and originally applied to modeling M by 
Lumley, it has been assumed [1,3-5] that there are fifteen linearly independent tensor forms that 
can be used in the construction of M: 
i , i ,  i : i ,  
i .b ,  b , i ,  i :b ,  
i • b 2, b 2 • i, i : b 2, b * b, b : b, 
b.  b 2, b 2 ,  b, b : b 2, 
b 2 , b 2, b 2 : 5 2. 
Higher powers of b are not required, because by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem they may be 
expressed in terms of i, b, and 5 2. However, the Robertson method does not reveal redundancies 
due to symmetries, and actually only twelve of these fifteen tensors are linearly independent. If b 
is trace-free, the fourth-rank tensors are related by 
1 1 
tr (b2) i . i -  ~t r  (b2) i : i -  2i* b2 -  2b2* i+ i  : b2 -  2b* b+ ~b : b = 0, (2.1) 
tr (b 3) i * i + 6 tr (b 3) i :  i - 2b * b 2 - 2b 2 * b + b :  b 2 = 0, (2.2) 
3 
l t r2 (b  2) ( i * i - l i : i )+t r (b  3) [2 ( i .b+b. i ) - l i :b ]  
(2.3) 
-tr(b 2) [ i *b2+b2* i - l i :b2]+2b2*b2-1b2:b2=O.  
These relations are easily demonstrated by writing out the tensors in principal coordinates of b, 
which is how one of us (WCR) first discovered them; it is sufficient to show that they hold 
for the contributions to MlllX, Mn22, and M1212. One of us (SCK) then derived (2.1)-(2.3) 
formally using an eighth-rank tensor identity given by Mahoney [6], which acts as a Cayley- 
Hamilton generator, and showed that the relationships are special cases of a generalization of the 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem to fourth-rank tensors. 
This analysis shows that the three redundancies removed after double contraction with the 
mean velocity gradient ensor (see, for example, [5]) using the Rivlin extension [7] of the Cayley- 
Hamilton theorem 1 did not, as had been assumed, arise because of the contraction. Rather, 
they were present in the original 15-term fourth-rank tensor model as a result of the three linear 
dependencies (2.1)-(2.3). 
3. PROOF OF  RELAT IONS (2 .1 ) ,  (2 .2 ) ,  AND (2 .3 )  
The formal proof of relations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) is based on the use of two isotropic tensor 
identities given by Mahoney [6]. The first of these identities is the well known sixth-rank relation 
eptsekmn = 6pk6tm68,~ + 6pm6m~sk + ~pntftk6srn - ~pk6tn~sm - ~rn~tk~sn - 6~tm~sk,  (3.1) 
1Reynolds [4] was unaware of the Rivlin work [7] until it was later called to his attention by Speziale, but suspected 
three redundancies which were subsequently found by a student (S. Narn) in his turbulence class and subsequently 
verified by Johansson and Hallb~ick [1]. 
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where eilk denotes the components of the alternating tensor (Levi-Civita symbol). The second 
relation is the important, yet less well known, eighth-rank identity 
+ 6,,6~(6~.6.," - 6,,, .6..)  + 6~,6~,"(6.~6.. - 6,,"6,~) 
+ 6~.6~(6. ,"6, .  - 6 . .6 , , . )  + G6~.(6 .k6 , , "  - 6~6,~)  
(3.2) 
Identity (3.2) is a generator of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, in the sense that contraction of (3.2) 
with the component product, tpkttmtsn, of a general second-rank tensor t, produces the Cayley- 
Hamilton relation for t. 
Here we prove (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) for a general symmetric second-rank tensor a. The simplifi- 
cation of the general relations for the case tr(a) = 0 is trivial. For example, to prove (2.1), one con- 
tracts the tensor components a,katm with the symmetrized of version (3.2), (1/2)6ij(evt~ekmn + 
%tne~,"s). Carrying out the resulting contractions and simplifications, one obtains 
=6 2 2 2 2 l [6ijevtsekmnavkatm + 6ije.tnet:msa.katm] jnais + 6isajn + 6jsain + 6ma~s -- 26snaij 
+ aisanj -4- amasj - 2a~asn -- (6jnais + 6isa3n + 63sa,n + 6ina~s -- 26sna~j) tr(a) 
+ 1(6 i .~.  + 6i.63.) [(tr(a)) 2 -- tr (aS)]. 
(3.3) 
However, one can now use identity (3.1) on the LHS of (3.3) to replace the components of the 
alternating tensor e~jk. The resulting expression is given by 
6j.a,% + 6,.a~. + 6.a,~. + 6,.a~. - 26. .a ,5 - 26 ,~.k  + a , .a .~ + a , .a . j  - 2a , ja . .  
- (61nais + 6isa.m + 6jsain + 6majs - 26sna~j - 26~jasn) tr(a) 
+ 1(6,,61, + 6,,6j, - 2606,,, ) [tr2(a) - tr (a2)] = 0. 
(3.4) 
In terms of the generalized tensor notation of Section 2, this becomes 
( l i : i -2 i * i )  F -  2 ( i*  a2 +a2* i )  + i  : a2 - 2a ,a+ la  : a--  0, (3.5) 
where 
F=~I  [tr2(a ) _ tr (62)] 
Equation (2.1) follows from (3.5) for the case tr(a) = 0. 
A similar analysis leads to the second identity. We start again with the symmetrized version 
of the isotropic tensor identity (3.2), but now we contract it with a2katm instead of a,katm. In 
this case, the resulting expression is given by 
_ 1 
2 
2 2 2 2 2 + (a~a~,~ + a~,.a~ + a~najs + aj~am - 2a~a,~ - 2a~a~)  
+ 2tr (.2) 6s.a,j - a2~k(6j,,a,s + 6,sajn + 6jsai,~ + 6,najs) 
+ tr(a) tr (a 2) (a,.6~. + 6,.6~.) 
- tr(a) (6~..,  ~, + 6,.a~.~ + 6j.a,\  + 6,.a.~j - 26..a~j) ]. 
(3.6) 
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After using (3.1) to eliminate the alternating tensor on the LHS of (3.6), one obtains 
tr [ 1 6~s6.Cn + 6in6:is) - 6ij6,n] - (tr (a s) - tr(a) (a2)) |5 ( 
.J 
1 2 a 2 2 a 2 2 _ 2a2sao) + ~ (aisajn + jnais + ainajs + jsam - 2aoans 
@ (~jnai3 6 3 3 3 3 _26 i ja3s)  + i~a~,~ + 6~ai, ~ + 6ina~ - 26~,,a 0
1 tr (a 2) (6jnaie + 6isajn + 6jsain + 6inajs - 268na 0 - 260ash )2 
1 tr(a) (6jna 2, + i.anj + 6j.ain + ,nasj - 26.nao 60an8 ) = O. - - -  6 2 2 6 2 2 2 2 2 
(3.7) 
Using the generalized tensor notation, we can write 
) 1 [a :a  2 (a ,a  2+a 2,a)]  - [ t r (aS) - t r (a ) t r (a2) ]  l i : i - i * i  ÷2  -2  
+ i  : aS_ 2( i ,aS +aS, i ) _  1 5tr(a2) [ i :a -2 ( i .a+a. i ) ]  
1 t r (a)  [ i :  a 2 - -  2 ( i  * a 2 ÷ a 2 • i ) ]  -~- O. 
2 
Next, the Cayley-Hamilton relations 
(3.8) 
a 3 = lali - r a + tr(a)a 2, t r  (a  s)  = 3[al - F tr(a) + tr(a) tr  (a  2) (3.9) 
are substituted in (3.8). Collecting terms and simplifying, one obtains 
[ } 1 a 2 a 2 tr(a)] i* l lal + v tr(a)] i :  l -  tr2(a) i: a + 5 tr(a) i: + }a:  - [lal + v 
+ tr2(a) (i * a + a * i) - tr(a) (i  * a 2 + a 2 * l)  - -  (a  * a 2 + a 2 • a)  = 0. 
(3.10) 
Equation (2.2) follows from (3.10) for the case tr(a) = 0, for which [a[ = (1/3)tr(a s) from (3.9). 
The proof of the third relationship (2.3) is based on the contraction ofthe symmetrized isotropic 
tensor identity (3.2) with apkatm.2 2 When carried out, this contraction produces 
1 2 2 ÷ ¢~ij~ptn~kmsapkatm ] = [~i jeptsekmnapkatm 2 2 
2 2 2 2 6 4 4 4 26sna4j)  a i san ja inas  j 2 2 - 2a. .%)  + (~.a,~ + _ + isajn 6jsain + 6inajs 
- tr (a 2) [6i, a2n + 6jna2~, + 6,na2s + 6jsa,2n - 26,na2j] (3.11) 
+ [}(8'sSjn + 8,nSjs)] (tr2 (a2) - tr (a4)) • 
As before, one eliminates the components ofthe alternating tensor through the use of (3.1). After 
some simplifications the resulting expression is given by 
2 2 2 2 2 2 6 4 4 6 4 4 260a4o) (a, .a. j  + a , . . . j  2a. .a, j )  + (~..,~. + ~.a , .  + - - -  + isajn ~naj, -- 26snaij 
6 2 2 -  26,na2j 26oa2 ] - tr (a 2) [6,ea2n + 6j.a~s + inaj, + 6j,a,,~ - (3.12) 
[e.e~. + ~,.e~. - 2e06. . ]2 (tr 2 (a 2) - tr (a 4)) = O. + 
In terms of the extended tensor notation, this becomes: 
1 a2 a2 +i  : a 4 - 2 ( i ,a  4 +a 4 ,  i) + ~ : - 2a  2 ,a  2 = O. 
(3.13) 
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The Cayley-Hamilton relations (3.9) and 
a 4 = tr(a) la l I  + [ la l -  F t r (a ) ]a  + [tr2(a) - F] a 2, 
1 (tr4(a) _ tr 2 (a2)) + t r2(a) t r  (a 2) tr (a 4) = 4t r (a) la  I - 
(3.14) 
are used for the elimination of higher-order terms. Collecting terms and simplifying, one obtains 
1 a2 a2 1 [tr2(a) _ tr (a2)]2 i : i+  []al - F  tr(a)] i : a+F i :  a2 + ~ : 
8 
1 
[tr2(a) - tr (a2)] 2 i * i - 2 [lal - F tr(a)] ( i ,  a + a • i) 
2 
- 2F (i * a 2 + a 2 • i) - 2a 2 • a 2 = 0 . t  
(3.15) 
or 
1 a2 a2 F i : i + []a[ - F tr(a)] i : a + F i : a 2 -4- ~ : 
- 2 (r2i • i + [lal- r t r (a ) ]  ( i  • a + a • i)  + F ( i  • a 2 + a 2 • i )  + a 2 * a 2) = 0. 
(3.16) 
Equat ion (2.3) follows from (3.16) for the case tr(a) = 0; note that  in this case [a I = (1/3) tr(a3). 
Finally, we note an interesting implication of relations (3.5), (3.10), and (3.16). By means of 
a simple rearrangement of terms, one can put these relations in a form where some of the terms 
are fully symmetric in all four indices. For example, (3.16) can be written as 
1 1 
2 F2 io i+ [ ]a ] -F t r (a ) ] ioa+F ioa  2+2 a2°a  2= 
3 (r2i • i + []al- r tr(a)] (i • a + a • i) + F ( i ,  a 2 + a 2 • i) + a 2 , a2) ,  
(3.17) 
where a o b stands for the fully symmetric tensor a o b = a * b + a : b + b * a. Even though not 
apparent, the RHS of (3.17) must be fully symmetric since it is equal to the sum of several fully 
symmetr ic fourth-rank tensors. A similar rearrangement is possible for (3.5) and (3.10). 
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